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Billy the Kid
and the Lincoln County War
ROBERT M. UTLEY

As Alexander McSween died on the back doorstep of his blazing home,
Billy the Kid made good his escape. The fire had eaten from room to
room, finally leaving the defenders with the choice of burning, surrendering, or making a break for it. From the kitchen door they burst into
the night, lit by the flames of the burning house The posse's fire drove
part of them back, McSween included. But, dodging bullets, the Kid
and several companions raced across the opening between the McSween house and the Tunstall store, veered to the north, and lost themselves in the trees along the Rfo Bonito. Ten minutes later, on this night
of July 19, 1878, a burst of gunfire killed Alexander McSween. 1
Billy the Kid emerged from the flaming wreckage of McSween's
home as a minor celebrity, known throughout New Mexico Territory as
Robert M. Utley, former Chief Historian of the National Park Service, is the author of
numerous books, including The Last Days of the Sioux Nation (1963), Frontier Regulars:
The United States Army and the Indian 1866-1891 (1973), and The Indian Frontier ofthe
American West 1846-1890 (1984). He is currently writing a history of the Lincoln County
War. This essay, in abbreviated form, was delivered as part of the first annual Calvin Horn
Lecture series. Utley's four biographical lectures will be published in November by the
University of New Mexico Press as Four fighters of Lincoln County.
1. The clearest account of the escape is to be found in the testimony of the Kid,
Jose Chaves y Chaves, Andrew Boyle, and Joseph H. Nash, Records Relating to the
Dudley Inquiry (CO 1284), Record Group (hereafter RG) 153, Judge Advocate General's
Office, National Archives and Records Service (hereafter NARS), hereafter cited as Dudley
Court Record.
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William H. Bonney-Billy the Kid. Courtesy Special Collections, University of
Arizona Library.
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a prominent fighter in the Lincoln County War and an outlaw wanted on
charges originating in the war. Even at the war's end, however, he had
not become known as Billy the Kid, and the exciting adventures that
traced his path from Lincoln County to the pistol flash that ended his
brief career in a darkened bedroom at Fort Sumner hardly account for
the towering stature he later attained in American folklore. The explanation for that phenomenon lies more in the dynamics of mythmaking
than in the reality of his life. The legend, however, gives global significance to a life that is otherwise of interest to only a handful of antiquarians. Because of the legend,the life invites careful scrutiny, to discover
if it can be compressed into its true human dimensions. 2
He came to Lincoln County late in October 1877, a few weeks after
his eighteenth birthday and thus hardly out of adolescence. He looked
his youth-140 pounds, spare, of medium stature, with brown hair, light
complexion, and a smooth face betraying the downy beginnings of a
beard and mustache. Two squirrel-like front teeth slightly marred his
appearance. He rode well and shot well and practiced all the time. With
agreeable and winning ways, he made friends easily, especially with
the Hispanics, whose language he spoke fluently3 He was basically a
scrappy tough, seasoned by the raw life of the Silver City mining camp.
He had killed at least one man, a bully at Fort Grant, Arizona, whose
death could not be properly judged premeditated or cold-blooded. Like
many another drifter, he gave a false name, William H. Bonney; but he
also took his stepfather's surname and answered to Henry Antrim, Kid
Antrim, or just Kid.
Billy Bonney arrived in Lincoln County as a fugitive from the Arizona
murder charge. He came by way of Mesilla, where he probably spent
a few weeks with Jesse Evans's gang of horse thieves, known as The
Boys. He then crossed the rugged Guadalupe Mountains to the lower
Pecos and from there made his way back to the high country of the
Sierra Blanca. On the upper Penasco he fell in with a band of some
thirty gunmen and, on November 17, 1877, helped them break Jesse
Evans and three of his gang out of the Lincoln jail. Toward the end of
2. A number of good general works deal with the process of myth making in the
American West, including Billy the Kid, but two notable recent studies address only the
Kid: Stephen Tatum, Inventing Billy the Kid: Visions of the Outlaw in America, 1881-1981
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1982): and Jon Tuska, Billy the Kid: A BioBibliography (Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1983).
3. These characterizations come from contemporary newspaper descriptions in the
New York Sun, December 27, 1880, and Las Vegas Gazette, December 28, 1880: and
also from Frank Coe, interview with J. Evetts Haley, San Patricio, New Mexico, March 20,
1927, Haley History Center, Midland, Texas (hereafter HHC)
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November he hired on as a cowhand at the newly acquired cattle ranch
of John H. Tunstall on the Rio Felix. 4
The ranch on the Rio Felix was but one of the enterprises the young
Englishman had launched, with lawyer Alexander McSween and others,
in an effort to make a fortune through the monopoly control of Lincoln
County's economy. Success required the destruction of the existing
monopoly of James J. Dolan and John H. Riley, who had succeeded to
the commercial empire, known simply as The House, erected by Lawrence G. Murphy. The struggle between the rival groups held the makings of the Lincoln County War. When Bonney went to work for John H.
Tunstall late in 1877, commercial competition verged on violent confrontation.
In the few weeks before the slaying ofTunstall touched off the Lincoln
County War, Bonney had little chance to form the fast friendship of legend
with his employer. The store in Lincoln and other concernskeptTunstall
away from the ranch most of this time. To his family in England, Tunstall
described in detail another hand, John Middleton, a tough-looking cowboy who handled rifle and pistol with superlative skill, but not once did
he mention Bonney. The Kid may have liked and admired the ranch
owner, but it had to be from some distance. s
4. Several diligent researchers have tracked Billy through public records and stripped
away much of the myth For his years before Lincoln. see Philip J Rasch, "New Light on
the Legend of Billy the Kid," New Mexico Folklore Record, 7 (1952-1953).1-5; Philip J
Rasch and Robert N. Mullin, "Dim Trails: The Pursuit of the McCarty Family," ibid, 8 (19531954). 6~11; and Philip J. Rasch, "A Man Named Antrim." Los Angeles Westerners, Brand
Book, 6 (1956), 48-54 For reference to Henry Antrim stealing horses in the Mesilla Valley,
see Mesilla Valley Independent, October 13, 1877. Jesse Evans and his gang were there
in September, and there is evidence establishing some relationship between Evans and
the Kid prior to their association in Lincoln County. Deposition of Pantele6n Gallegos, April
14, 1878, in Frank Warner Angel, "Report on the Death of John H. Tunstall." Department
of Justice, 1878. This voluminous report, central to understanding the Lincoln County War.
is in the NARS, but there is a copy in the Victor Westphall Collection, New Mexico State
Records Center and Archives, Santa Fe (hereafter NMSRCA). The Kid's arrival on the lower
Pecos in October 1877, where he spent several weeks, is recorded by both Barbara Jones
and Lily Casey Klasner, in Eve Ball, Ma'am Jones of the Pecos (Tucson: University of
Arizona Press, 1969), chap. 17; and Lily Klasner, My Girlhood among Outlaws, ed. Eve
Ball (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1972), 169-71. Lily's mother, the widow Ellen
Casey, was on her way to Texas with a herd of cows stolen from John Tunstall. They were
headed off before reaching the state line by a force of Tunstall gunmen under Richard
Brewer and John Middleton. It is tempting to speculate that the Kid accompanied them
back to the mountains and formed the friendships that led to his employment at the Tunstall
ranch. The Kid's participation in the liberation of Jesse Evans from the Lincoln jail is
established in Francisco Trujillo. interview with Edith Crawford, San Patricio, New Mexico,
May 10, 1937, WPA Files, Folder 212, NMSRCA. Trujillo, who later rode with the Kid,
encountered the escape party and lost his arms and saddle to the Kid. Although eightyfive at the time of the interview, his recollections of many of the incidents of the Lincoln
County War contain too many verifiable specifics to be discounted.
5. Tunstall wrote copious letters to his family, most of which are reproduced or summarized in Frederick W Nolan, The Life and Death of John Henry Tunstall (Albuquerque:
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Bonney's friends, rather, were his daily companions-Middleton;
Richard Brewer, the ranch foreman, who probably recruited him; Godfrey
Gauss, the gentle, fatherly old cook; and especially Fred Waite. Six years
older, a Choctaw from the Indian Territory, Waite became Billy's constant
companion. At winter's end, the two planned to begin farming their own
spread on the Penasco. Instead, war broke out 6
The conflict found its immediate stimulus in the courts. JUdge Warren
Bristol and Prosecuting Attorney William L. Rynerson favored the Dolan
cause, as did Sheriff William Brady, a steadfast, conscientious lawman
who nonetheless had ties to The House. In McSween's questionable
handling of the assets of an estate, Dolan saw pretext to invoke the law
against McSween. He manipul~ted the heirs to the estate into having
the lawyer arrested on an embezzlement charge and also into bringing
civil suit against him for ten thousand dollars in damages, As security
against this sum, Judge Bristol issued a writ for the attachment of
McSween's property.
These maneuvers brought the opening scenes of the war to the
very doorstep of Bonney and his friends, They were at the Tunstall ranch
on February 13, 1878, when Deputy Jacob B. Mathews and a posse of
four rode up with orders from Sheriff Brady to impound Tunstall's cattle.
On the erroneous though understandable theory that a business partnership made Tunstall's property partly McSween's, Brady had already
attached the entire contents of the Tunstall store in Lincoln. Now he
planned. to attach Tunstall's stock on the Felix. Brewer said that he coUld
have any McSween cows he could find but must leave Tunstall's alone.
Bonney and his friends stood by with arms ready to back up their fore~
man, so Mathews rode back to Lincoln for new instructions,
Five days later he tried again', this time with a posse of more than
twenty men. But Tunstall had taken the measure of his adversary and
had decided that only by giving in could bloodshed be averted. He
hurried to the ranch and took charge. Leaving Gauss to surrender the
cattle to the posse, he and the other hands left for Lincoln early on the
morning of February 18. Waite drove a wagon on the road"while Bonney,
Brewer, Middleton, and Tunstall's aide Rob Widenmann join'ed their chief
to herd eight horses along the shorter trail through the mountains. Late
that afternoon, as Bonney and Middleton lagged behind the rest, a dozen
or more horsemen stormed up the trail in their rear, firing, shouting, and
University of New Mexico Press, 1965), Middleton is described in a letter of November
29, 1877, found on p, 249.
6. Deposition of William H, Bonney, June 8, 1878, and Robert A. Widenmann, June
6,1878, Angel Report. For data on the other Tunstall hands, see biographical notes in the
Mullin Collection, HHC,
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Left to right: James J. Dolan, Emil Fritz, W. J. Martin, and Lawrence G.
Murphy, ca. 1872. Courtesy Special Collections, University of Arizona Library.
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spurring their mounts at the gallop. While Middleton rushed to find Tunstall, Bonney made for a wooded hilltop that offered defensive cover.
Here he joined Brewer and Widenmann, who had left the trail in pursuit
of some wild turkeys. Middleton soon rode up, but Tunstall had tarried
on the trail. From beyond an intervening hill came the sound of gunfire.
"They've killed Tunstall," said Middleton.
Tunstall had fallen before a sub posse headed by William S. (Buck)
Morton. Mathews had sent this group to overtake Tunstall and seize the
horses. Only two men were with Morton in the final confrontation with
Tunstall, outlaw chief Jesse Evans and one of his gang, Tom Hill. They
had joined the posse on the pretext of recovering a horse they had lent
to Bonney. The official version was that Tunstall resisted arrest and had
to be killed. No one on either side could dispute the explanation from
direct observation, but none of Tunstall's friends believed ie
Tunstall's killing started Billy the Kid on the road to notoriety. Whether
to avenge his employer's slaying or from other motives, he rose swiftly
to prominence among the men who rallied to the standard of Alexander
McSween. Such a force, between thirty and fifty strong, began gathering
at McSween's home on the night of February 18, even before word came
ofTunstall's death. In addition to Brewer, Bonney, Waite, and Middleton,
there were other cowhands well acquainted with guns and willing to
dedicate them to the McSween cause. There were also outraged citizens
who had long resented the tyranny of The House.
In the confused maneuvers of the next few days, these men emerged
as a key element of McSween's strategy. As Dolan had his judge, so
McSween sought one of his own-bumbling old John B. Wilson, justice
of the peace of Precinct No.1. And as Dolan had his posse riding behind
the badge of Sheriff Brady, McSween sOL!ght one of his own-Bonney
and the other gunmen gathered in his home, operating under the authority of Atanacio Martinez, constable of Precinct No.1. When Martinez
balked at the role prescribed for him, Bonney stepped forward with a
blunt threat to do as he was told or be kilied B For nearly a week these
7. The best sources from which to reconstruct these events are the depositions in
the Angel Report, all sworn within three to four months ofTunstall's death. There are more
than twenty by participants on both sides. The ones most directly useful here are those
of Robert A. Widenmann, June 6; Jacob B. Mathews, June 22; Pantele6n Gallegos, April
14; Godfrey Gauss, June 6; John Middleton, June 13; and William H. Bonney, June 8.
William Morton and Tom Hill were killed before they could give direct testimony, and Jesse
Evans simply denied being present. Most likely, however, the three shot Tunstall down
before giving him a chance to surrender They probably reacted to opportunity rather than
plan, animated by the expectation of Dolan's approval and perhaps even by a tangible
reward. See also Philip J. Rasch, "Prelude to the Lincoln County War: The Murder of John
Henry Tunstall," Los Angeles Westerners, Brand Book, 7 (1957), 78-96.
8. So Atanacio Martinez confessed to Lieutenant Millard F. Goodwin, a military officer
from Fort Stanton. Deposition of Goodwin, Angel Report.
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John Chisum.
Courtesy Special Collections,
University of Arizona Library.

John H. Tunstall.
Courtesy Special Collections,
University of Arizona Library.

Alexander McSween.
Courtesy Special Collections,
University of Arizona Library.

Susan McSween.
Courtesy Special C'.ollections,
University of Arizona Library.
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two legally constituted posses, armed with legally issued warrants for
a multitude of arrests, sparred with each other. On one especially tense
day, only the presence of soldiers from Fort Stanton prevented a gun
fight between the two groups. In each confrontation Bonney stood out
among the most aggressive of the Martinez posse. In the end McSween's stratagem failed. District Attorney Rynerson refused to accept
McSween's bond, and Judge Bristol wrote out a new warrant for the
lawyer's arrest. Certain that he would be killed if clapped in She'riff
Brady's jail, McSween fled Lincoln. 9
The Martinez posse contained the beginnings of the fighting force
that called itself the Regulators. Although they professed to be above
the partisanship of McSween and Dolan, for the next five months they
fought McSween's battle. Like Dolan's warriors, they rode under color
of the law. Their captain, Dick Brewer, bore a commission as special
constable from Justice of the Peace Wilson and carried the warrant
issued from his court for the arrest of Tunstall's killers.
About a dozen men, all Anglo, formed the core group of the Regulators and figured in almost all of their operations from the maneuvers
of late February to the shootout at McSween's home in July. On occasion
other men, both Anglo and Hispanic, swelled the ranks to twenty and
even thirty. In the final battle for Lincoln, they numbered more than sixty.
As one of this core group of Regulators, Bonney achieved his significance in the first stage of the Lincoln County War. He took part in
every major incident, sometimes with more visibility than his companions
and sometimes with less. Rarely a leader, he was always the diligent,
active soldier. At age eighteen essentially an unformed personality, he
may well have taken on his adult makeup and values from the older
men with whom he shared the hardships and dangers of 1878. 10
These men were not merely hired guns. Enemies accused McSween
of paying each Regulator four dollars a day. Actually, while holding forth
9. The moves and countermoves of February 19-23, badly scrambled in most accounts, may be reconstructed from the following sources: depositions of McSween, Widenmann (2), Martinez (2), James Longwill, William Bonney, John B. Wilson, Florencio
Gonzales, and M. F Goodwin, with annexed documents; endorsement of Captain George
A Purington, March 14, 1878; and Purington to Angel, June 25, 1878, all in the Angel
Report. Also Purington to Acting Assistant Adjutant General, District of New Mexico (hereafter AAAG, DNM), Fort Stanton, February 21, 1878, Letters Received (hereafter LR), Hq
DNM, RG 393, NARS, M1088, Reel 32; affidavit of George W Peppin (a Brady deputy),
April 15, 1878, in Lincoln County, District Court, Civil Case No. 141, document file, NMSRCA;
"Stanton" [McSween] to Ed., April 1, 1878, Cimarron News and Press, April 11, 1878;
Mesilla Valley Independent, April 27, 1878; and [Santa Fe] Weekly New Mexican, May 4,
1878
.
10. Besides Bonney, alias Antrim and alias the Kid, the core group included at least
the following men, perhaps others: Dick Brewer, Frank McNab, Josiah G. (Doc) Scurlock,
Charles Bowdre, Fred Waite, John Middleton, Henry Brown, Jim French, the cousins Frank
and George Coe, John Scroggins, and Steve Stevens.
,.
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In Charles M. Russell's pen-and-ink drawing Billy the Kid kills Buck Morton
and Frank Baker. Courtesy Stephen Tatum.

the prospect of reward from the purse of the elder Tunstall in London,
McSween paid only for their food and other supplies. Therefore, the
Regulators fought in the hope of ultimate gain and because they wanted
to break the grip ofThe House on their daily lives. They were as lawless
and violent as Dolan's fighters, as given to settling disputes with a
Winchester or Colt, and as prone to supplementing their income with
occasional larceny. But also like Dolan's men, they were farmers, stockmen, or laborers who spent most of their time in honest toil. From such
men did Billy Bonney absorb his outlook on life n
The first Regulator mission that Bonney joined was the search for
Buck Morton, who had headed the subposse that killed Tunstall. Morton
had charge of Dolan's cow camp at Seven Rivers, on the lower Pecos.
Near there, on March 6, Brewer and ten Regulators flushed Morton and
Frank Baker, a Jesse Evans henchman who had also been with Morton's
subposse. Brewer and his men had hoped that they would not have to
11. Neither James Dolan nor Alexander McSween had the money to pay daily wages
to their gunmen Many of Dolan's fighters, of course, already drew wages as employees
of The House, but the Dolan-Riley mortgage of January 1878 placed ~he House on the
threshold of bankruptcy, and in May the partners went into bankruptcy. The record of
McSween's bank account at the First National Bank of Santa Fe (Archive 177, Special
Collections, University of New Mexico Library, Albuquerque) shows McSween to have
been equally insolvent at this time. Repeatedly throughout the winter of 1877-1878 he
overdrew his account.
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take the fugitives alive, but after a long and tiring chase they surrendered. In Roswell, Morton posted a letter to a friend in Virginia predicting
his and Baker's death before they could reach Lincoln .
. And in fact they and William McCloskey, a former Tunstall employee
who had attached himself to the party, never reached Lincoln, As Brewer
explained to McSween, on March 9 Morton had grabbed McCloskey's
pistol and shot him, and then with Baker had made a break for safety,
only to be gunned down by the Regulators. No participant ever admitted
to another version, but scarcely anyone else believed that the three men
had not been simply executed. McCloskey, a friend of Morton and not
a Regulator, could not be trusted to stick to the official explanation and
thus had to be dispatched along with the other victims. The bodies of
Morton and Baker, according to report, each contained eleven bullets,
one for each Regulator. 12
Billy loomed large in the next action of the Regulators, After meeting
with McSween at John Chisum's ranch late in March, Bonney and five
others laid plans to remove one of the major instruments of McSween's
ballooning troubles with the law: Sheriff William Brady. On the night of
March 31 they slipped into the corral behind the Tunstall store. An adobe
wall with a gate projecting eastward from the rear of the building hid
them from the street. About midmorning on April 1, Sheriff Brady, with
deputies George Hindman, Jacob Mathews, George Peppin, a[ld John
Long, walked down the street.
As the officers passed the wall, the men behind it loosed a fusillade
of rifle fire. Brady fell, riddled by as many as a dozen bullets, Hindman
with one. Crying for water, Hindman tried to rise Ike Stockton, who kept
a saloon nearby, dashed out to help, but Hindman died, The other
deputies had run to the safety of a house across the street. Bonney and
Jim French sprinted from the corral into the street and stooped over
Brady, possibly to search his pockets for the McSween arrest warrant.
From their refuge, Mathews and his companions opened fire. The Kid
picked up Brady's Winchester but was struck in the thigh by a slug,
which went through him and hit French in the thigh too. Billy dropped
the rifle, and the two ran back to safety.13
12, Mesilla Valley Independent, March 16, April 13, and April 23, 1878. Morton's letter
is printed in the April 13 issue [Santa Fe] Weekly New Mexican, May 4, 1878. Morton
biographical notes, Mullin Collection, HHC, For reminiscent accounts, none very satisfactory, see Francisco Trujillo, interview with Edith Crawford, San Patricio, New Mexico, May
10,1937, WPA Files, Folder 212, NMSRCA; Frank Coe, interview with J Evetts Haley, San
Patricio, New Mexico, August 14, 1927, HHC; and Florencio Chaves, interview with J.
Evetts Haley, Lincoln, New Mexico, August 15, 1927, HHC.
13. The basic facts are set forth in Mesilla Valley Independent, April 13, April 27, and
May 4,1878, and [Santa Fe] Weekly New Mexican, May 4,1878. Reminiscent accounts
are Robert Brady (William's young son), interview with Edith L. Crawford, Carrizozo, New
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Bonney's wound did not disable him, but French could not ride.
While Bonney and the other Regulators lost themselves in the timber
along the Rio Bonito, French hobbled to the backdoor of the McSween
house, where the Reverend Dr. Taylor F. Ealy and his family were living
in McSween's absence, A physician as well as Presbyterian clergyman,
Ealy ran a silk handkerchief through the wound and turned French over
to Sam Corbet, a meek little fellow who had clerked in the Tunstall store,
Corbet hid French somewhere-under the floor, Ealy said, with two pistols clutched in his hands-and the posse that tracked the blood to the
backdoor and searched the house three times failed to find him, That
night, the Kid stole back and rescued his friend, 14
Bonney and French must not have had serious wounds, for on April
4 they appeared with Brewer and eleven other Regulators at South Fork,
the location of Blazer's Mills and the Mescalero Apache Indian Agency.
As they ate lunch at the home of the Indian agent, Andrew L. (Buckshot)
Roberts rode up on his mule, A small-time stockman from the Ruidoso,
he had formerly worked at Dolan's South Fork store and had close friends
in the tiny community. He had also ridden with the Mathews posse that
had killed Tunstall, and Brewer had his name on the warrant from Justice
Wilson.
Roberts was a tough scrapper, and not easily intimidated, Before
the others came out of the house, Frank Cae took him around to a side
porch and tried to persuade him to surrender, but he refused, Soon part
of the men appeared, and firing at once erupted. Charlie Bowdre put a
bullet into Roberts's groin, but the game little fighter, despite a bad arm,
worked his Winchester carbine with deadly effect. One bullet tore off
Mexico, ca, 1937; Gorgonio Wilson (son of Justice of the Peace Wilson), interview with
Edith Crawford, Roswell, New Mexico, 1938; and Carlota Baca Brent (daughter of Saturnino
Baca), interview with Francis E, Totty, December 6, 1937, all in WPA Files, Folder 212,
NMSRCA; Juan Peppin (son of George Peppin). interview with Maurice G, Fulton, Artesia,
New Mexico, ca 1930, Mullin Collection, HHC, The conventional account has the Kid
running out to steal Brady's rifle, More plausibly, he risked this dash for the arrest warrant.
Frank Cae said that the Kid jumped the wall "and ran to get the papers from Brady,"
Interview with J Evetts Haley, San Patricio, New Mexico, March 20, 1927, HHC, Billy
probably failed in his mission, for Deputy Peppin served the warrant on McSween that
afternoon, Also in Brady's pocket was the writ of attachment on McSween's property,
issued by Judge Bristol. The original writ (Lincoln County, District Court, Civil Case No,
141, NMSRCA) bears a notation that it was retrieved from the body of Sheriff Brady
Besides Bonney and French, the members of the death squad were Frank McNab, John
Middleton, Fred Waite, and Henry Brown Rob Widenmann was also there-to feed Tunstall's dog, he later explained-and may have joined in the assassination, Thereafter, antiMcSween newspapers contemptuously called him "the dog-feeder"
14, Ealy and his wife Mary wrote several accounts of these experiences in the 1920s,
They are in the Ealy Papers, Special Collections, University of Arizona Library, Tucson
(hereafter UAL), Frank Cae said Corbet put French in the cellar under the kitchen of the
Tunstall store, next door, and spread a carpet over the trapdoor, Interview with J, Evetts
Haley, San Patricio, New Mexico, March 20, 1927, HHC,
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Courtesy Donald R. Lavash.
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Dick Brewer.
Courtesy Special Collections,
University of Arizona Library.

Bowdre's gun belt, another hit Middleton in the chest, and still another
smashed the stock of George Cae's rifle and mangled his trigger finger.
As the Regulators backed off, Roberts struggled through a doorway,
dragged a mattress from a bed, and barricaded himself for defense.
Bonney had not been with the party that had first confronted Roberts.
Now, according to Frank Cae, "The Kid slipped in between the wall and
a wagon. Roberts took a shot at him, just shaved his arm. Kid backed
out as it was too hot there for him." Circling through a corral and down
the creek, Brewer posted himself behind a stack of logs about a hundred
yards from the doorway. Roberts glimpsed the puff of smoke from Brewer's first shot. When Brewer rose for a second shot, Roberts sent a bullet
through his brain. That cooled the ardor of the Regulators, and they
pulled out, leaving Roberts to linger painfully through the night before
dying. 15

15. The most direct testimony is by David M. Easton, an eyewitness, before the Dudley
court of inquiry on June 7, 1879, Dudley Court Record, NARS. His account agrees with
one in the Mesilla Valley Independent, April 13, 1878, and generally with the recollections
of Frank Cae, interview with J. Evetts Haley, San Patricio, New Mexico, March 20 and
August 14, 1927, HHC; and a comment by Cae, ca. 1927, on the version given in Walter
Noble Burns' Saga of Billy the Kid, Mullin Collection, HHC. Dr. Blazer's son, thirteen at the
time and a witness, steadfastly maintained that firing broke out without any preliminary
conversation involVing Cae, and that the Kid counted the shots from Roberts' rifle and
after the sixth rushed to the doorway and fired the shot that downed Roberts. Blazer said
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After Blazer's Mills, the Regulators lay low through April. The coldblooded assassination of Brady and Hindman, followed by the killing of
Roberts, alienated much of the public sympathy they had enjoyed. To
make matters worse, rumors circulated that they had been at Blazer's
Mills as part of a plot to ambush Judge Bristol and District Attorney
Rynerson, en route from Mesilla to hold the April term of court in Lincoln.
The court then dealt a further:iblow, Although exonerating McSween of
embezzlement and generallYdavoring his cause, the grand jury indicted
Bonney, Middleton, and Henry Brown for the murder of Sheriff Brady,
and Bowdre for the murder of Roberts. 16
No sooner had court adjourned than hostilities resumed with fresh
vigor. McSween, now free of the embezzlement charge, returned to his
home in Lincoln and gathered about him a force of Regulators, including
Bonney and the others under indictment for murder. The new sheriff,
John Copeland, turned out to be a McSween partisan. He spent much
time with the gunmen in the McSween house but made no move to serve
the arrest warrants he carried in his pocket A band of Dolan's friends,
about thirty stockmen from the lower Pecos under William H, Johnson,
decided to ride up to Lincoln and help Copeland arrest Bonney, Middleton, Brown, and Bowdre. On the way they encountered Frank McNab,
Brewer's successor as Regulator chief, Frank Coe, and Ab Saunders,
Coe's brother-in-law In the ensuing shootout, McNab was killed, Saunders received a mortal wound, and Coe fell captive.
Early the next morning, April 30, the Johnson gunmen approached
Lincoln. Part of them circled the town and took station in the Dolan store,
now closed in bankruptcy. The rest spread out in the timber along the
river opposite the Isaac Ellis store on the eastern edge of town. The
Battle of Lincoln opened as George Coe fired from the roof of the Ellis
store and shattered the ankles of "Dutch Charlie" Kruling, The men in
the Dolan store rushed out and headed down the street toward Ellis'
that the Kid gave this version in words and pantomime at Blazer's Mills on the way to
Lincoln after his trial in Mesilla in 1881, See A N. Blazer to Maurice G, Fulton. Mescalero,
New Mexico, April 24, 1931, and August 27, 1937, Fulton Collection, Box 1. Folder 7, UAL;
and Paul A Blazer [Dr, Blazer's grandson], "The Fight at Blazer's Mill: A Chapter in the
Lincoln County War," Arizona and the West, 6 (Autumn 1964), 203-11 It should be noted
in this connection that Easton said that Roberts told him before dying that Bowdre had
shot him, and that Dr, Blazer was foreman of the grand jury that heard testimony and
indicted Bowdre for the murder of Roberts, Besides those named in the text, participating
Regulators were Doc Scurlock, Frank McNab, John Scroggins, "Dirty Steve"'Stevens, Fred
Waite, Henry Brown, and Jim French. There is some question whether Frank Coe was a
member of the group or just happened to be there, See Mesilla Valley Independent, June
14, 1879. Ignacio Gonzales and Sam Smith arrived with the Regulators, but did not stop,
16. Lincoln County, District Court Journal, 1875-1879, April 1878 term, pp. 264-91.
NMSRCA, For the charge that the Regulators planned to waylay Judge Bristol and party,
see Mesilla Valley Independent, April 13, 1878. The fear had enough substance for the
commanding officer at Fort Stanton to send a military escort to meet him,
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store, but Mc~ween's fighters had posted themselves on other rooftops
and behind walls and laid down a hot fire. The attackers veered off to
the north, crossed the river, and soon united with their confederates
downstream. For four hours the two sides exchanged fire without damaging anyone. Early in the afternoon a detachment of black cavalry
arrived in response to a request from Sheriff Copeland. They intervened,
received the surrender of the Dolan forces, and escorted them to Fort
Stanton under arrest. 1 ?
Billy Bonney did not stand out among the defenders of Lincoln.
Presumably, he simply fired at the Dolanites from a rooftop. With Bowdre,
Middleton, and others, he then left Lincoln, thus escaping the welter of
arrests on both sides that followed. On the evening of May 2, the Kid
and his friends were in San Patricio, where McSween bought dinner for
them at Dow's store. Shortly after they left for the mountains, a military
patrol rode into town and placed McSween under arrest. 18
No one remained in military custody for long, thanks to the confused
and baffling actions of Sheriff Copeland. By May 4 he had released all
of the Dolanites and shepherded the McSween people back to Lincoln,
where they too went free.
With McNab dead, the Regulators elected their third captain, Josiah
G. (Doc) Scurlock. A stockman from the Ruidoso, Doc was a devoted
family man and a sensitive intellectual with some medical training in his
background. He was also a ruthless killer, as faithful as Bonney in his
devotion to the Regulators. 19 He called together Bonney and about ten
of the usual crowd and, bolstered by an equal number of Hispanics
under Josefita Chaves, headed for the Pecos. He carried the warrants,
17. For newspaper accounts of the Battle of Lincoln, see [Santa Fe] Weekly New
Mexican, May 11, 1878; "EI Gato" to Ed, Fort Stanton, May 10, 1878, ibid., June 1, 1878;
"Van" to Ed., Lincoln, May 3, 1878, Mesilla News, May 18,1878; and "Outsider" to Ed,
Fort Stanton, May 1, 1878, Mesilla Valley Independent, May 11, 1878. "Outsider," whose
account is the most reliable and objective, may have been Edgar A. Walz, brother-in-law
of Thomas B. Catron, who held the mortgage on the Dolan-Riley property and had just
foreclosed. He sent Walz to manage his property. Military sources are: Dudley to AAAG,
DNM, Fort Stanton, May 4, 11, and 15, with enclosures (including Lieutenant Smith's
informative report of May 1) in File 1405, AGO, 1878, NARS. Frank and George Cae left
detailed and graphic reminiscent accounts in interviews with J. Evetts Haley, HHC. Also,
George Coe gives an account in his Frontier Fighter: The Autobiography of George W.
Coe Who Fought and Rode with Billy the Kid as related to Nan Hillary Harrison (Boston:
Houghton-Mifflin Company, 1934). The Haley' interviews are much more useful than the
book and are used here instead. The most recent edition of Frontier Fighter is a Lakeside
Classics issue for Christmas 1984, edited by Doyce B. Nunis, Jr.
18. Deposition of Lieutenant M. F. Goodwin, June 24, 1878, Angel Report. Goodwin
commanded the detail that arrested McSween in San Patricio, which he dates on May 6.
Military documents cited in n. 17, however, show that it was May 2.
19. A biographical sketch is Philip J Rasch, Joseph E Buckbee, and Karl K. Klein,
"Man of Many Parts," English Westerners, Brand Book, 5 (January 1963), 9-12.
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by now well worn, issued by Justice Wilson in February for the arrest of
Tunstall's killers,
On May 14 the Regulator force fell on the Dolan cow camp near
Seven Rivers, They drove off the herders, scattered the herd, and seized
twenty-five horses and two mules, They also captured the cook, known
simply as "Indian," He had been in the posse that killed Tunstall and
also figured in the slaying of McNab, Under the usual cloak of attempted
escape, the Regulators killed him, with the Kid and Chaves acting as
the executioners,2o
After their May expedition, Scurlock, Bonney, and the other Regulators gathered again in Lincoln, where they operated out of McSween's
home, Early in June some of them swore depositions before Justice
Wilson for incorporation in the report of government investigator Frank
Warner Angel. The Kid's deposition, signed on June 8, dealt mostly with
the killing of Tunstall, It was in Rob Widenmann's hand and mirrored his
own deposition faithfully enough to suggest that Billy merely signed what
had been prepared for him.
With Dolan in Santa Fe and many of the principals in the conflict in
Mesilla for another session of district court, much of June was quiet. It
was the calm before the storm, for New Mexico Governor Samuel B,
Axtell had fired Copeland and appointed a new sheriff, George W. Peppin, who turned out to be as much Dolan's tool as Copeland had been
McSween's tool. On June 18 Peppin arrived in Lincoln accompanied by
Dolan and a small army of possemen, He also carried newly issued
federal warrants for Bonney and the other Regulators involved in the
Blazer's Mills fight, with the rationale for federal jurisdiction being that
Roberts had been killed on an Indian reservation,21
20, For press accounts, see Mesilla News, June 1, 1878; Cimarron News and Press,
June 6, 1878; and [Santa Fe] Weekly New Mexican, June 8, 1878, Military sources are
Dudley to AAAG, DNM, Fort Stanton, May 25, 1878, enclosing Riley to Dudley, May 17
and 19, and Copeland to Thornton, May 24, File 1405, AGO, 1878, NARS, Francisco
Trujillo, who was present, said Bonney and Chaves killed "Indian," Interview with Edith
Crawford, San Patricio, New Mexico, May 10, 1937, WPA Files, Folder 212, NMSRCA
"Indian" is variously named in the sources and identified both as part Navajo and as part
Comanche, Most likely, his name was Manuel Segovia Sheriff Copeland denied giving
Scurlock and his men orders to seize the horses, and Colonel Dudley interpreted this to
mean that Scurlock was not a deputy, which is not what Copeland said, Sources also
designate Chaves a deputy, There seems little question that Copeland had deputized
Scurlock and Chaves, even though he did not instruct them to take the horses, Another
cover for the expedition was a probate court order to impound a horse belonging to the
estate of Buck Morton, former boss of the Dolan cow camp killed by the Regulators in
March, [Santa Fe] Weekly New Mexican, June 1, 1878,
21, Mesilla News, June 15, 1878, "Scrope" to Ed" Fort Stanton, June 18, 1878, and
ibid" Lincoln, June 22, 1878, both in Mesilla News, June 29, 1878, "Scrope" was probably
Dolan himself, Andrew Boyle to Ira Bond, Lincoln, August 2, 1878, [Silver City] Grant
County Herald, August 24, 1878 (repeated from Mesilla News), Peppin to Dudley, Fort
Stanton, June 18, 1878 (noon); Goodwin to Post Adjutant Fort Stanton, June 19, 1878;
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With the odds changed dramatically, Scurlock and his men fled
Lincoln rather than face Peppin's guns. McSween accompanied them,
although no warrant stood against him. George Washington, Lincoln's
ubiquitous black handyman, went along as cook. Hiding in the mountains
behind San Patricio, they made the little village their headquarters and
took their meals there.
Peppin did not delay in moving against San Patricio. He commanded
not only Dolan with his coterie and some of the Pecos warriors, but a
band of eleven outlaws from the Rio Grande under the notorious John
Kinney. At daybreak on June 27 this gang, under Deputy John Long,
appeared in the San Patricio plaza. The fugitives were still in the hills,
but the posse scooped up George Washington, who promptly spilled
out everything he knew about the Regulators. Leaving Kinney and his
followers in town, Long took five men up the Ruidoso Valley to check
out Newcomb's ranch. While returning, they spied horsemen across the
river and, supposing them to be Kinney's party, turned in their direction.
A burst of gunfire at seventy-five yards greeted Long's force and dropped
two horses, including his own. The enemy wheeled and galloped into
the bordering hills.
Long had flushed the Regulators, eleven strong. In addition to Scurlock, Bonney, Bowdre, French, and the other familiar figures, the party
included McSween and the ex-sheriff Copeland, together with three
Hispanics. The firing brought Kinney at the gallop, so Scurlock and his
men scampered up a mountain and deployed for defense. Kinney tried
to take the position, but could not get close enough without dangerously
exposing his force. Long dispatched a courier for. help, and Peppin sent
to Fort Stanton for a military posse. A company of black cavalrymen
reached the scene late in the afternoon, but the Regulators had pulled
out. The troopers followed the trail through the mountains until, early on
June 29, a messenger recalled them to Fort Stanton,22
Dudley to AAAG, DNM, Fort Stanton, June 22, 1878, all in File 1405, AGO, 1878, NARS.
Special Order 44, Hq. Fort Stanton, June 16 [sic., 18], 1878; DUdley to Axtell, Fort Stanton,
June 20, 1878, Exhibits 77-34 and 77-28, Dudley Court Record, NARS. The warrants
were transmitted to Peppin by U.S. Marshal John Sherman, Santa Fe, June 14, 1878
(Exhibit 77-33, Dudley Court Record), ordering the arrest of nine of the Regulators involved
in the Blazer's Mills fight and their appearance before U.S district court in Mesilla. On
June 22, 1878, with none of the warrants having been served, the U.S. grand jury in Mesilla
indicted those named in the warrants, and Judge Bristol, sitting as federal judge, issued
. alias warrants (that is, second warrants where the firsf had failed). U.S. District Court,
Third Judicial District, Record Book 1871-1879, Criminal Case 411, June 22, 1878, p.
687, Records of the District Court of the United States, Territory of New Mexico, RG 21
Denver Federal Records Center (hereafter DFRC).
22. [Santa Fe] Weekly New Mexican, July 6, 1878. Mesilla News, July 6, 1878. "Julius"
[probably Dolan] to Ed., Lincoln, June 27, 1878, ibid. Andrew Boyle to Ed, Lincoln, August
2, 1878, [Silver City] Grant County Herald, August 24, 1878 (repeated from Mesilla News),
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Peppin tried again on July 3. Cleverly, he organized a posse of
fifteen Hispanics under Jose Chaves y Baca. McSween had won Hispanics to his standard, and Peppin intended to play the same game,
although at least one man hinted that he had been coerced into serving.
This time the Regulators were not in the hills, but posted on the
rooftops of San Patricio. Riding into the plaza at daybreak, the attackers
ran into a storm of bullets that drove them hastily back out of range,
with one man dragging a smashed arm"Jhey sent for help, but by the
time Long arrived with Dolan, Kinney, and rf;linforcements, the fugitives
had flown. The posse followed, but four miles east of town they confronted Scurlock and his men deployed alongthe.crest of a ridge. A.
well-aimed volley from the heights downed two 'horses..and sent the
pursuers hurrying back to San Patricio. There, ostensibly searching for
more Regulators, they ransacked the town and terrorized the inhabitants
so thoroughly that a delegation of twenty-seven women trekked to Fort
Stanton to appeal for military protection. 23
After the fight at San Patricio, the Regulators continued down the
Rio Hondo to Chisum's ranch. "We went down to visit Old John and to
rest on the Fourth," recalled George Coe. It was not a restful Independence Day. While the ranch hands prepared a big dinner, the Coes,
Bonney, and others rode over to Ash Upson's store to buy candy for
Chisum's niece. On the return a posse jumped them, and the two sides
exchanged shots in a running fight back to the ranch. The posse kept
the ranch buildings under long-range siege all day, but that night they
gave up and departed. 24
Once more the odds shifted to the McSween side. The recall of the
posse of soldiers from the Regulator trail on June 29 marked an abrupt
change in military policy. Congress had imposed a ban on all military
aid to civil authorities in enforcing the law. Suddenly, Peppin could no
Dudley to AAAG, DNM, Fort Stanton, June 29, 1878, with enclosure, affidavit of George
W Peppin, June 27, 1878; and Captain Henry Carroll to Post Adjutant Fort Stanton, July
1, 1878, File 1405, AGO, 1878, NARS. Special Order 48, Fort Stanton, June 27, 1878;
Dudley to Carroll, Fort Stanton, June 27,1878 (midnight); Special Order 49, Fort Stanton,
June 28, 1878, Exhibits 77-43, 77-44, 78-2, Dudley Court Record, NARS. Fort Stanton
Post Returns, June 1878, NARS, M617, Reel 1218. Francisco Trujillo, interview with Edith
Crawford, May 10, 1937, WPA Files, Folder 212, NMSRCA
23. Mesilla News, July 13, 1878. Andrew Boyle to Ed., Lincoln, August 2, 1878, [Silver
City] Grant County Herald, August 24, 1878 (repeated from Mesilla News). George Coe,
interview with J Evetts Haley, Glencoe, New Mexico, March 20, 1927, HHC Dudley to
AAAG, DNM, Fort Stanton, July 6, 1878, with enclosures, File 1405, AGO, 1878, NARS.
Petition to Dudley, July 4, 1878, Exhibit 51, Dudley Court Record, NARS. Captain Thomas
Blair to Dudley, Fort Stanton, July 12, 1878, Fulton Collection, Box 11, Folder 7, UAL. This
is the original of Blair's lengthy report of his investigation of the posse's excesses at San
Patricio.
24. [Santa Fe] Weekly New Mexican, July 27, 1878. George Coe, interviews with J.
Evetts Haley, Glencoe, New Mexico, March 20,1927, and Ruidoso, June 12,1939, HHC.
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Lincoln, New Mexico, ca. 1900. Courtesy Special Collections, University of
Arizona Library.

longer look to Fort Stanton for help. Resolved on a showdown, the Regulators hastened back to Lincoln, gathering strength along the way. On
July 14, more than sixty strong, they reoccupied the town. With the arrival
of some thirty to forty Peppin possemen-Dolan henchmen, Pecos warriors, Kinney's outlaws, and even bandit chief Jesse Evans-the stage
was set for the so-called Five-Day Battle. 25
McSween's forces enjoyed the advantage not only of strength but
of position. Part of the men held the Ellis store on the eastern edge of
town, part the Montano store in the center of town, and the balance the
Tunstall store and McSween house near the western edge of town. The
Peppin forces, based in Sam Wortley's hotel just west of the McSween
house, could do little but snipe from cover at these positions. Any attempt
to seize them would cost heavy casualties.
Billy Bonney joined McSween and his wife Susan in their home, one
among fourteen gunmen who held this position. Hispanics recently recruited to the cause composed most of the force Besides Bonney, only
two were hard core Regulators, Jim French and Tom O'Folliard, a young
fellow who had come up from Texas in June and formed a worshipful
friendship with the Kid. Through the rising tension and sporadic gunfire
25. Sources for the events of July 15-19 are voluminous and contradictory. The richest
is the Dudley Court Record, NARS. The best synthesis is Philip J. Rasch, "Five Days of
Battle," Denver Westerners, Brand Book 11 (1955), 295-323
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of the next five days, McSween grew more and more despondent. By
the last day, as Susan remembered, "The Kid was lively and McSween
was sad. McSween sat with his head down, and the Kid shook him and
told him to get up. "26
The Regulators made two tactical errors that were to have fatal
consequences. On July 16 the men in the McSween house spied a
horseman coming from the west, with the setting sun at his back. They
fired, and his horse, taking fright, threw him. Remounting, the rider galloped to the safety of the Wortley Hotel. The man turned out to be a
trooper from Fort Stanton bringing Peppin word that he could not have
the cannon he had asked for.
Next day, some officers came to town to investigate this incident.
Told that a posseman lay badly wounded within range of the Montano
store, the surgeon and another officer went to give succor. Gunfire from
the store sent bullets singing over their heads. They brought back the
man, who later died, but the spectacle of McSween riflemen firing at
U.S. soldiers did nothing to endear his cause to the military authorities. 27
These events, coupled with continuing appeals for military help from
Lincoln citizens, tipped the balance at Fort Stanton. Lieutenant Colonel
Nathan A. M. Dudley and his officers reasoned that, while they could
not aid Peppin as they wanted, no one could object to their presence
in Lincoln for the purely humanitarian purpose of protecting women and
children. On the morning of July 19, they marched into Lincoln with
thirty-five soldiers, let everyone know why they had come, and served
notice that any bullets flying their way would earn serious consequences
for the people who fired them. 28
Dudley's presence in Lincoln threw the advantage back to Peppin.
It caused the McSween forces to evacuate the Montano and Ellis stores
and withdraw to the north side of the Rio Bonito, where they could not
influence events in town. It thus left the defenders of the McSween house
and Tunstall store to shift for themselves, and it emboldened Peppin's
men to close in for the kill. Despite the vigorous appeals of Susan
McSween, Dudley high-mindedly refused to intervene to save her beleaguered husband and his protectors. Early in the afternoon, the posse
succeeded in firing the house, and by dark the occupants had to risk
26. Susan E. Barber, interview with J. Evetts Haley, White Oaks, New Mexico, August
16,1927, HHC. In addition to those named above, the defenders were Harvey Morris (a
luckless young Kansan reading law in McSween's office), Joseph Smith, Thomas Cullins,
George Bowers, Jose Chaves y Chaves, Yginio Salazar, Ignacio Gonzales, Vicente Romero, Francisco Zamora, and Jose Maria Sanchez.
27. Dudley to AAAG, DNM, Fort Stanton, July 18, 1878, enclosing proceedings of a
board of officers to investigate the firing on the soldier, July 17, File 1405, AGO, 1878,
NARS.
28. The bulk of the testimony and exhibits in the Dudley Court Record treat this
matter.
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the dash for safety. The Kid, O'Folliard, French, and others made it.
McSween did not. As two lay dead or dying in the rubble of his home,
"the big killing," as one participant called it, cut down the lawyer and
three others in his backyard.
McSween's death, removing one of the two principal adversaries,
ended the first stage of the Lincoln County War and opened the second.
Now, however, it could hardly.be termed war, for no longer did two
forces contend for victory. Instead, the Regulators and Peppin's posse
fragmented and scattered over the county to plunder and, when necessary, kill and destroy. With the army neutralized and Peppin afraid to
venture beyond sight of Fort Stanton, desperadoes rushed from elsewhere to take advantage of the absence of any authority to uphold law
and order. Citizens cowered in their homes or abandoned them altogether.
The last action in which the Regulators engaged as a body took
place at the Indian agency on August 5. Their motives are obscure. One
report had them traveling en route to recover stolen stock. The agent, .
Frederick C. Godfroy, felt certain that they meant to kill him. Frank Coe
explained, unconvincingly, that they wanted to visit the grave of Dick
Brewer, who had been buried at the agency after the Blazer's Mills fight
of April 4. Most likely, they went to steal ponies belonging to the Indians.
Approaching the agency, the Kid and others of the Anglo contingent
paused to drink from a spring. The Hispanics continued and soon 'encountered a party of Indians. Firing broke out. Beyond, Godfroy and his
clerk, Morris Bernstein, were issuing rations to some Indian women.
Bernstein hastily mounted and galloped out to investigate. He promptly
got caught up in the gun battle and was shot down by Atanacio Martinez,
the Lincoln constable who had occasionally ridden with the Regulators
since the first hostilities in February. Godfroy and a few soldiers who
happened to be at the agency sprang to the defense. The confused
firing that followed killed the Kid's horse, and he escaped injury only by
mounting behind George Cae and galloping across an open glade under
heavy fire. The Anglo group circled the agency to the corral and made
off with all the horses and mules. Godfroy found Bernstein's body lying
face down, with four bullet holes in it. His pockets had been emptied
and his rifle and pistol taken. 29
29. The best sources for this affair are military records: Dudley to AAAG, DNM, Fort
Stanton, August 3, 6, 7, 8, and 10, 1878, with enclosures, File 1405, AGO, 1878, NARS.
A rich source, enclosure to Dudley's of August 10, is a lengthy report of an investigation
by Captain Thomas Blair which includes the accounts of Frederick Godfroy, Dr. Blazer,
and Interpreter Jose Carrillo. See also Mesilla Valley Independent, August 15, 1878; and
Cimarron News and Press, September 19, 1878. The Coes gave especially good reminiscent accounts: George Coe, interview with J. Evetts Haley, Glencoe, New Mexico, March
20, 1927; and Frank Coe, ibid., San Patricio, New Mexico, August 14, 1927, both in HHC.
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The theft of government stock gave Colonel Dudley the excuse to
put a detachment of troopers on the trail of the culprits, but they scattered
and easily escaped. For the next few months the Kid, with the faithful
O'Folliard at his side, bounced back and forth between Fort Sumner and
Lincoln. Others among the Regulators did the same, although Waite,
Middleton, and Brown left New Mexico for good. On September 6 the
Kid and others stole fifteen horses from Charles Fritz's ranch, east of
Lincoln, and added them to a herd that they eventually disposed of in
the Texas panhandle 30
Billy Bonney, increasingly the open outlaw rather than the defender
of a cause claiming a semblance of legality, added his full measure to
the disorders that afflicted Lincoln County throughout the last half of
1878, but others more than matched his contribution. The Kinney and
Evans gangs had their fling, as did the Pecos warriors, and between
them and the roving squads of Regulators the explosive bitterness of
the Dolan-McSween feud persisted. But the most vicious scourge of the'
county had nothing to do with old rivalries. This was John Selman's
"Wrestlers"-a term of obscure origin doubtless corrupted from "rustler."
Like the others, they stole; but unlike the others, they killed, senselessly
and indiscriminately and with no apparent motive, and they brutally
raped women who fell into their toils 31
With the onset of winter, the violence began to subside. The explanation lay in vigorous new measures that put the army back in the field.
Frank Angel's investigation had led to the dismissal of Governor Axtell.
The new governor, Lew Wallace, obtained a presidential proclamation
declaring Lincoln County in a state of insurrection, which again placed
the Fort Stanton garrison at the service of civil officers. Wallace then
issued his own proclamation -prematurely, as it turned out-announcing the restoration of order32
30. For the whereabouts of the Kid and other prominent Regulators, see Dudley to
AAAG, DNM, August 31, September 7 and 28, 1878, with enclosures, File 1405, AGO,
1878, NARS; diary of Sallie Chisum, Chaves County Historical Society, Roswell, New
Mexico, excerpts provided by Harwood P Hinton; George Coe, interview with J Evetts
Haley, Glencoe, New Mexico, March 20, 1927, HHC; and Henry F. Hoyt, A Frontier Doctor
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1929), 91-94. These sources generally support the
sequence traced in the usually unreliable Pat F. Garrett, The AuthentiC Life of Billy, The
Kid (Santa Fe: New Mexican Printing and Publishing, 1882), 77-83. There have been
many editions of this work, ghosted by Ash Upson. The author used the University of
Oklahoma Press edition of 1954, which went into a twelfth printing in 1980, and contains
an intrOduction by J. C. Dykes.
31. Dudley to AAAG, DNM, Fort Stanton, September 28, 29 (2), and October 3, 1878,
with enclosures, File 1405, AGO, 1878, NARS. Frank Coe, interview with J. Evetts Haley,
San Patricio, New Mexico, August 14, 1927, HHC. For a biography of John Selman, see
Leon Claire Metz, John Selman: Texas Gunfighter (New York Hastings House, 1966).
32. Proclamation of November 13,1878, Executive Record Book No.2, 1867-1882,
pp 356-58, Territorial Archives of New Mexico (hereafter TANM), Reel 21, Frame 505,
NMSRCA. It was printed in the territorial press; for an example, see Mesilla Valley Inde-
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Wallace's proclamation formed the backdrop for an episode that
would gain Billy the Kid national attention and contribute significantly
toward his rise into folklore. Hoping to hasten the return of peace, Wallace
inserted into his proclamation a measure of dubious wisdom and legality-an amnesty that in effect decriminalized all crimes committed in
Lincoln County since the onset of the war. The amnesty cleared away
the legal cloud that hung over many of the participants in the war and
invited the return of men whom the county could well have done without.
But it failed to free Billy Bonney, for it did not apply to offenders already
indicted by a grand jury. An indictment stood against the Kid in territorial
court for the murder of Sheriff Brady, and another in federal court for
the murder of Buckshot Roberts.
On February 18, 1879, exactly one year after Tunstall's death, an
incident occurred in Lincoln that positioned Billy Bonney to do something
about the murder charges against him. For two months the animosities
of the Dolan-McSween feud had been rekindled among the citizens by
the almost hysterical agitation of Huston I. Chapman, a noisy and verbose one-armed lawyer imported by Susan McSween to help her wind
up the McSween and Tunstall estates. Perhaps not unrelated to the return
of partisan passions, some of the leaders in the old fight gathered in
Lincoln on February 18 to conclude a formal pact of peace. Among them
were Dolan and Mathews, Jesse Evans and one of his particularly vicious
desperadoes, Billy Campbell, Bonney, and Tom O'Folliard.
Once their purpose had been concluded, these men and a few
others staged a boozy celebration. Staggering down Lincoln's street,
they confronted Huston Chapman and began to taunt him. Never one
to suffer insult, Chapman replied insolently Campbell shoved a pistol
against the lawyer's chest. Dolan, immediately behind Campbell, drew
his pistol and drunkenly fired it into the ground, which prompted Campbell to pull the trigger. Chapman fell to the ground dead, with his clothes
set afire by the powder flash 33
Although simply a drunken accident, Chapman's murder ignited
pendent, November 23, 1878.
33. Mesilla News, March 1, 1879. Las Vegas Gazette, March 1, 1879. Las Cruces
Thirty-Four, March 6,19, April 9,1879. Mesilla Valley Independent, March 1, 22,1879.
Dudley to AAAG, DNM, Fort Stanton, February 19, 1879, with enclosures, File 1405, AGO,
1878, NARS. The most detailed and authoritative evidence is a newspaper account of the
testimony of participants and witnesses in Judge Bristol's court in Mesilla in July 1879.
Mesilla Valley Independent, July 5, 1879. Some accounts say Huston Chapman's body
was drenched with whiskey and set afire. It is more likely, as the witnesses last cited
agreed, that the pistol shot ignited his clothing. A reminiscent account by an eyewitness
is Edgar A Walz, "Retrospective," October 1931, Museum of New Mexico Li brary, Santa
Fe. Walz was Thomas B. Catron's brother-in-law and agent in Lincoln. For a synthesis of
the evidence, see Philip J. Rasch, "The Murder of Huston I. Chapman," Los Angeles
Westerners, Brand Book, 8 (1959), 69-82.
.
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Governor Lew Wallace, as he appeared in an 1886 engraving in Harper's
Weekly Magazine. Courtesy Museum of New Mexico.
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such a burst of pUblic excitement and fear that Governor Wallace could
no longer delay a personal effort to end the travails of Lincoln County.
Accompanied by Colonel Edward Hatch, military commander in New
Mexico, he set forth from Santa Fe early in March. As a first move, he
persuaded Hatch to remove Colonel Dudley from the command of Fort
Stanton. Then he turned to others he regarded as prime troublemakers.
Many of these, however, enjoyed the immunity granted by Wallace's own
amnesty proclamation and thus were beyond his reach. Possibly not
beyond reach were Chapman's murderers, including Jesse Evans and
Jimmy Dolan himself. As the governor had observed,all he needed was
"a few rugged examples."34
Wallace also needed a witness who would testify in court and identify the murderers. Bonney swiftly perceived the possibility of a bargainhis testimony in exchange for immunity from the charges against him.
On March 13 Billy made the first move, suggesting in a letter to the
governorthe connection between the Chapman murder and the indictments pending against him. Wallace responded eagerly, and an exchange of messages led to a dramatic secret meeting in JusticeWilson's
rude jacal next to the courthouse. And it led finally, on March 21, to the
staged "capture" of the Kid and O'Foliiard by the new sheriff, George
Kimbal1. 35
Wallace accorded his prisoner preferred tree;ttment, confining him
under guard in a private home rather than in the cellar jail. He also
visited him on at least one occasion, when Bonney poured out a long
and useful narrative of outlaw personalities and activities 36 That the
patrician governor looked upon his lowly conspirator with condescension, however, may be inferred from a report to Interior Secretary Carl
Schurz. "A precious specimen nick-named 'The Kid,'" he wrote, "whom
the Sheriff is holding here in the Plaza, ... is an object of tender regard.
I heard singing and music the other night; going to the door, I found the
minstrels of the village actually serenading the fellow in his prison. "37
The governor might also have reflected on how much the incident revealed about the stature that his "precious specimen" had already attained in the eyes of many citizens, principally Hispanics.
Wallace had made Billy some sweeping promises. In one of his
34. Telegram, Lew Wallace to Carl Schurz, Santa Fe, October 5, 1879, Lew Wallace
Papers, Indiana Historical Society, Indianapolis.
35. Except for Bonney's opening letter, a photocopy of which is displayed at the
state monument in Lincoln, the letters are in the Wallace Papers. For this story, 'see Philip
J. Rasch, "The Governor Meets the Kid," English Westerners, Brand Book, 8 (April 1966),

5-12
36. Notes by Wallace of his meeting with the Kid, March 29, 1879, Wallace Papers
37. Wallace to Schurz, Lincoln, March 31, 1879, Wallace Papers.
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letters to him, he said that he had authority to exempt him from prosecution, and in the meeting, according to an account many years later,
he held up the prospect of a pardon for all past offenses 38 The Kid kept
his part of the bargain, for at the April term' of court in Lincoln the grand
jury listened to his testimony, and then indicted Campbell and Dolan for
murder and Evans and Mathews as accessories. But the governor did
not control District Attorney Rynerson, who was as always solicitous of
his friend Dolan. "He is bent on going for the Kid," a Wallace associate
wrote, and '!bent on pushing him to the waiL" Rynerson obtained a
change of venue to Mesilla, where jurors would be less friendly, and
Judge Bristol scheduled the case for later trial. 39
Bonney's case was but one of an utter chaos of cases that Judge
Bristol and his court grappled with in Lincoln during April 1879. The
grand jury indicted more than fifty men, some for several offenses. Most
pleaded Wallace's amnesty, simply rode out of the county, or ultimately
went free because prosecutors declined to prosecute. Although shock
waves rolled over the county for years afterward, the April 1879 term of
court may be taken as the end of the Lincoln County War.
It also ended William H. Bonney's brief fling at respectability. Whatever the governor's intent, he failed to keep his promise, and Billy needed
no one to spell out his probable fate at the hands of Rynerson and
Bristol. After testifying at the army court of inquiry that investigated Colonel Dudley's role in the Five-Day Battle, the Kid simply rode out of Lincoln,
probably with the full knowledge of Sheriff Kimball. From this point on,
he turned to more or less open outlawry. He made several attempts to
persuade the governor to help. But Wallace, doubtless rationalizing that
the Kid's return to criminal life dissolved any lingering obligation, responded by posting a reward of five hundred dollars for his capture.
Billy the Kid's subsequent adventures as an outlaw chief, and his
relentless pursuit by the tireless Sheriff Pat Garrett, form a sequel to the
Lincoln County War. Caught, he finally had to face Rynerson and Bristol
in trial for Brady's murder. Convicted, he heard the judge pronounce
the death sentence. On April 30, 1881, Governor Wallace signed the
death warrant 40 Ironically, two days earlier the Kid had succeeded in
his spectacular escape from imprisonment in Lincoln County's newly
acquired courthouse-none other than the old Murphy-Dolan store. On

38. Indianapolis World, June 8, 1902.
39. Ira E. Leonard to Wallace, Lincoln, April 28, 1878, Wallace Papers. For court
actions, see Lincoln County, District Court Journal, 1875-1879, April 1879 term, pp. 296387, NMSRCA. Mesilla Valley Independent, May 10, 1879.
40. Both the warrant and the five hundred dollar reward, with the latter offered on
December 13,1880, are recorded in Executive Record Book No.2, 1867-1882, pp. 50708 and 473, TANM, Reel 21, Frames 581 and 565, NMSRCA.
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The old Murphy-Dolan store was acquired by Lincoln County for a
courthouse. Billy the Kid made? daring escape from this building on April 28,
1881. Courtesy Museum of New Mexico.
.
a hot July night three months later, Pat Garrett's shots in the dark ended
the brief career of Billy the Kid. 41
The ascent into legend began almost at once, set off by dime novels
and the publication of Pat Garrett's Authentic Life of Billy the Kid. The
legend took on new life and new dimensions in 1926, with the appearance of the enormously influential book byWalter Noble Burns, The Saga
of Billy the Kid. While pretending to historical accuracy, it contained
hardly a hint of fact. A constant stream of books and magazines, fortified
by movies and television, ensured that Billy the Kid, in legend if not in
historical truth, would live forever in the world's imagination.
In legend two Billies have struggled for dominance-the psychotic
killer, boasting a murder for each of his twenty-one years, and the likable
and upright youth marked by great potential for good but driven to crime
by the forces of evil. Although neither persona captures reality, suggestions of both may be found in the Billy Bonney of 1877 to 1881.
The killer image springs chiefly from the two-year period following
the Lincoln County War, roughly from the summer of 1879 to the summer
of 1881. In his twenty-one years, he never came close to twenty-one
killings; and during these last two years of his life, only three killings are
41. For these events see Leon C. Metz, Pat Garrett: The Story of a Western Lawman
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1974), 25-87; and Philip J Rasch, "The Hunting
of Billy, the Kid," English Westerners, Brand Book, 2 (January 1969),1-10
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certain and a fourth possible. But his reputation as an immensely talented outlaw chieftain dates from this time, and the legend draws heavily
upon the many postwar adventures. Had the Kid perished with McSween
on July 19, 1878, his place in history and folklore would loom no larger
than that of Doc Scurlock, Jim French, or John Middleton.
And such, in fact, is the Kid's true significance in the Lincoln County
War-the same as that of Scurlock, French, Middleton, and the other
Regulators who rode to the banner of Alexander McSween. In like measure was he an outlaw, which is to say that sometimes he stole and
even killed. But he and his companions rationalized that they committed
such deeds in a sincere attempt to restore a law that had been corrupted
by evil men, and the warrants and commissions from the justice of the
peace, however legally deficient, gave tangible support to their conviction. Like his fellows, too, the Kid toyed with vague notions of settling
down to honest labor. Tunstall's death prevented him from teaming up
with Fred Waite to farm on the Penasco, and he told Governor Wallace
that he wanted "to lay aside my arms and go to work." His easy ways
and engaging personality contradicted the image of vicious killer and
made him a favorite with his friends. Hispanics idolized him.
Thus the Lincoln County War made its contribution to Billy the Kid.
For the Kid of legend, it provided a setting for feats of prowess and
adventure and acts expressive of character that would be endlessly
chronicled with creative hyperbole. For the Kid of history, it provided the
influences that shaped his personality from adolescence to manhood.
By July 1878, his values closely resembled those of the other Regulators,
ambiguously reflecting both the noble and ignoble, and sanctioning a
future either for good or for bad. Some of the Regulators turned toward
good. The Kid turned the other way.
As for Billy the Kid's contribution to the Lincoln County War, it was
the same as that of the other Regulators, no more and no less. Had he
never found his way to Lincoln County, the course of the war would
almost certainly have remained essentially as history has recorded it.

